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Responsibilities, Benefits and Terms of NADIA Editorial Board 
 

 

NADIA Publication gladly invites you to be part of our editorial board and reviewer. Below are the 

responsibilities, benefits, and terms of the editorial board, you are requested to carefully read these conditions. 

 

 

1. EDITORS' RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

 Gives the publisher an efficient way to manage his article by eliminating concerns on grammar and 

sentence construction. 

 Allows the publisher to attract more smart readers by presenting the grammatically correct and 

interesting articles. 

 Creates a good reputation on the part of the publishing company since the articles are written well and 

edited by the good set of editors. 

 Makes the publisher a reliable source of written articles and builds authority to the publisher through 

the written articles. 

 Take charge of the content of the publication. 

 Considers the content of publications based on the publisher’s style, policy, and requirements. 

 Verifies the factual data and statistics based on reliable sources. 

 Reviews and approves the proof submitted by writers. 

 

2. EDITORS’ BENEFITS 

 

A well-written article reflects the expertise of an editor. When an article speaks with authority, it means a good 

editor behind that work. The benefits of an editor are as follows: 

 

 Manuscripts from editors and approved by reviewers can be published for free after joining the editorial 

board. 

 By interacting with peers from the editorial board and reviewing manuscripts, the editors can keep 

informed of up-to-date dynamics in the study field. 

 Editors can increase visibility in the scholarly community and improve academic profile by adding 

editing experience for this journal on Publons. 

 The special issue submitted by the editorial board will be considered preferentially. 

  In addition, as part of the editorial board, you obtain a higher level of preference and authority on what 

to include in particular publication content. Your published works can be a novel a source of information 

for wide-readers and have the great possibility of being cited on related literature or relevant researchers. 

 

3. EDITORS’ AGREEMENT 

 

The acceptance of following terms and conditions confirms your appointment as a member of the editorial board 

or reviewer of journals of NADIA Journal. 
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 The publisher has the right to appoint you as Managing Editor, Associate Editors or Editorial Review 

Board base on your submitted CV. 

 Your appointment is valid for two years and will be extended automatically before getting the reign 

notice.  

 You are expected to observe carefully general policies, code of ethics and practices of the NADIA 

Publication which may change from time to time based on expansion plans for the improvement in the 

quality of the journal system.  

 You are required to fill-out the Editorial Board Application Form and provide the necessary information 

and send to journal@nadiapub.com.  

 You agree to display your name and photograph on the website of the site and journal cover. 

 

 

4. EDITORS’ TERMINATION 

 

It is expected that you will complete the term as stated. This agreement may be terminated at any time 

based on the following conditions. 

 

 Lack of mutual understanding of common aspects as per the policies of NADIA Publication. 

 Repetitive unsatisfactory performance of the assigned work. 
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